Plasma display panels ͑PDPs͒ are a leading technology for large-area flat panel displays. As a result, there is significant interest in improving their efficiency, luminosity, and lifetime. In this article, results from a two-dimensional model are used to investigate the consequences of operating conditions, gas mixture, cell dimensions, and material properties on the visible light generation capacity ͑luminosity and efficiency͒ of a coplanar-electrode PDP cell sustained in He/Ne/Xe gas mixtures. Of the species that dominantly lead to the generation of visible light ͑Xe*, Xe**, and Xe 2 *͒, Xe 2 * makes the largest contribution for our conditions since its UV radiation is optically thin and Xe 2 * is efficiently generated from the long-lived xenon metastable. Significant improvements could be made in PDP light generation efficiency by choosing operating conditions that favor production of Xe 2 * , such as increasing gas pressure to enhance the three-body collision processes that generate Xe 2 * . Gas mixtures with more Ne ͑or less He͒ were found to produce more visible light at higher efficiency since electron transport in Ne is less collisional than He and Xe 2 * is produced more efficiently in three body collisions with Ne. PDP light emission characteristics are sensitive to the spacing between the dielectrics and there is an optimum spacing where both total visible light output and efficiency are high. It was found that PDP cells do not generate visible light efficiently during the postavalanche discharge phase due to low values of E/N ͑electric field/total gas density͒ in the bulk plasma region. Slight improvements can be made in light generation efficiency be choosing conditions for which PDP cell spends less time in the discharge phase in each cycle.
I. INTRODUCTION
Plasma display panels ͑PDPs͒ are one of the leading technologies currently under development for large-area high-brightness flat panel displays. [1] [2] [3] As a result there is considerable interest in improving the luminance and efficiency of PDPs for mass-market television displays. 1 There are also concerns regarding PDP operating lifetime, which may require design improvements that minimize ion bombardment of phosphors. These improvements will most likely result from a careful optimization of the cell design, operating conditions, voltage pulse characteristics, and gas composition, an endeavor that can benefit from a detailed understanding of the dynamics of PDP cells. To investigate these issues, we developed a two-dimensional hybrid simulation for the direct-current ͑dc͒ pulsed plasma operation of PDP cells, and applied the model to a coplanar-electrode PDP cell sustained in He/Ne/Xe gas mixtures, a schematic of which is shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ of the companion paper ͑Paper I͒. 4 In Paper I, we used the results from the model to describe the electrodynamics of the PDP cell and processes that lead to visible light generation. Using these basic operating principles as a guide, we investigated the effect of operating conditions, gas composition, and cell design on the light generation capacity and efficiency of PDP cells, and these results are discussed in this article. Previous theoretical investigations on the operation of PDP cells and their relationship to the present work are summarized in Paper I.
In Sec. II, we briefly describe the PDP model. The results of parametric studies are discussed in Sec. III, and key observations are summarized in Sec. IV.
II. DESCRIPTION OF THE PDP MODEL
The PDP model used in this investigation is described in detail in Paper I. For the parametric studies described in this article, the local field approximation ͑LFA͒ was used to determine electron transport coefficients and rate coefficients for electron impact reactions. As explained in Paper I and Ref. 5 , results using the LFA are reasonably accurate and should correctly predict the major trends.
In this article, we will compare total energy deposition ͑E͒, visible light fluence ͑L͒, and light generation efficiency ͑͒ of the PDP cell for different operating conditions. These quantities are defined over the time interval (t 1 ,t 2 ) as 
where , ⌽, W ph , and N ch are the electrical potential, visible photon flux, energy of visible light photons, and number of charged species. n i , q i , D i , and i are, respectively, the number density, charge, diffusion coefficient, and mobility of species i. In the results described here, t 1 ϭ4.0 s and t 2 ϭ10.0 s, which corresponds to the second in a series of voltage pulses ͓Fig. 1͑b͒ of Paper I͔. To compute light generation efficiency, we assumed that W ph ϭ2.5 eV, which corresponds to a wavelength of 4960 Å.
III. OPTIMIZATION OF THE PDP CELL
The efficiency and luminosity of PDP cells sensitively depend on the input voltage pulse shape, gas composition, gas pressure, cell dimensions, placement of electrodes, and material properties. In this section, we use results from the PDP model to describe the consequences of varying these factors on PDP performance for a coplanar-electrode cell 6 operating with He/Ne/Xe gas mixtures. The cell design is shown in Fig. 1͑a͒ of Paper I, and the input voltage wave forms are shown in Fig. 1͑b͒ of Paper I.
The operation of the device has been described in detail in Paper I for conditions that will be referred to as the base case. The gas mixture for the base case is He/Ne/Xe ϭ70/26/4, at 400 Torr gap length dϭ150 m, electrode length lϭ300 m, electrode separation l e ϭ100 m, dielectric thickness below the electrodes d d ϭ25 m, and dielectric constant of the upper dielectric ⑀/⑀ 0 ϭ15. 200 V is applied to E1 during the first pulse. The voltage is reduced to 180 V during the subsequent pulses for the base case. As discussed in Paper I, the first voltage pulse on E1 usually initiates a discharge between the top biased electrode and the grounded lower address electrode. The surface of the lower dielectric is positively charged during this pulse. From the second pulse onward, this positive charge reduces the y-directed electric field and the discharge shifts to between the two top electrodes, E1 and E2. In the following discussion we will use results from the second pulse ͑4-10 s͒ where a positive voltage is applied to E2 and E1 is grounded. Excited state densities are reduced to small values at 4 s so emission resulting from the first pulse does not effect the light emission characteristics of the second pulse.
We first investigate the consequence of varying the applied voltage amplitude V 0 on PDP performance. It is well known that increasing V 0 increases visible light emissions, although this is often not the most viable option due to limits on power dissipation and an increase in the energy or fluence of ions incident on the dielectric surfaces which reduces the device lifetime. The results for varying applied voltage can, however, be used as a benchmark against which other methods of improving efficiency can be compared. The total visible light emission from the top of the cell during the voltage pulse ͑4-10 s͒, total energy deposited in the gas, and the light generation efficiency are shown in Fig. 1 as a function of the applied voltage on E2. ͑Energy deposition is expressed per unit length in the dimension not resolved in the simulation.͒ Once the plasma has been initiated, the discharge remains active as long as the voltage across the gap is above a critical value. Flow of current which charges the dielectric's capacitance reduces the gap voltage and eventually quenches the discharge. In this regard, the PDP cell operation is analogous to a dielectric barrier discharge ͑DBD͒ 7 and scales in a similar manner. When the applied voltage amplitude is increased, while the breakdown voltage and self-sustaining voltages do not change, more current is required to charge the dielectric surfaces before the gap voltage is reduced below the minimum for discharge sustenance. Since the device remains in the discharge phase ͑with a large electron density͒ for a longer period of time, more electron impact excitation collisions occur resulting in more visible light output ͓Fig. 1͑a͔͒. The total energy deposition also increases with the voltage ͓Fig. 1͑b͔͒.
Light generation efficiency has weak dependence on applied voltage ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒. Since these effects become more pronounced in some of the following results, we will discuss the factors that govern light generation efficiency here. As the gap voltage is increased beyond the breakdown voltage, avalanche takes place, and source functions for electron impact excitation reactions increase rapidly. During this phase, light generation efficiency increases with applied voltage. When the bulk plasma has achieved a quasisteady state density, it is analogous to the positive column of a direct-current ͑dc͒ discharge and so clamps to a small E/N that is necessary for maintaining current continuity. The remaining gap voltage appears across the cathode fall. As discussed in Paper I, the highest electron temperatures, and hence excitation effi- ciency, occurs during the high E/N avalanche phase of operation. As the voltage increases, thereby requiring more current to charge the dielectric capacitance, the avalanche phase constitutes a smaller fraction of the total current pulse. The remainder of the longer current pulse consists of a less efficient low E/N positive column phase having lower electron temperature. The end result is that as the voltage increases, the PDP cell spends more time in the energy-inefficient discharge phase and so the light generation efficiency does not increase and, depending on conditions, may decrease ͓Fig. 1͑c͔͒. The scaling depends on geometrical factors. For example, the effect is less pronounced at low applied voltage because the sheaths are thicker and Xe* is produced, on the average, further from the top dielectric surface. As a result its effective lifetime in the cell is longer because of slower diffusion loss to walls allowing more time for conversion to Xe 2 * . This results in an improvement in light generation efficiency.
Up to a limit, the PDP light generation efficiency will increase if lower frequencies ͑longer interpulse times͒ are used. Although little power is dissipated beyond the 6 s considered here, the lifetime of Xe(6s) metastable is longer. It is desirable to allow sufficient interpulse time to elapse to allow the metastable to be fully converted to either the rapidly radiating Xe 2 * or the radiating resonant, but radiation trapped, multiplet partners.
The dimensions of the PDP cell are such that the breakdown voltage for a discharge between E1 and E2 is usually larger than that between the top electrodes and the bottom address electrode, which is grounded. This scaling can be attributed to a large proportion of the voltage between E1 and E2 being dropped through the intervening dielectric, compared to the voltage between either E1 or E2 and the address electrode. After the discharge has been quenched, there are two opposing electric fields in the plasma, one originating from the external supply and the other from the charge on the dielectric surfaces. The net affect of these opposing fields is to produce a small field across the plasma. When the external voltage is turned off, one of these opposing fields ͑due to external supply͒ is removed and the potential drop across the cell increases. If charging of the dielectric is sufficient, the potential drop between the top and bottom electrodes can be large enough to initiate a second, albeit less intense, discharge.
For example, the electron density is shown in Fig. 2͑a͒ at 6 s ͑just prior to turning off the voltage͒ and 6.1 s ͑after turning off the voltage͒. A secondary discharge has taken place between E2 and the bottom address electrode, increasing the electron density and shifting its maximum towards the now positively biased address electrode. The intensity of visible light emission proportionately increases due to the secondary discharge ͓Fig. 2͑b͔͒. To obtain this secondary discharge, the fall time of the trailing edge of the voltage pulse should be as short as possible. The additional fluence is obtained, however, at the expense of more power dissipation and partial neutralization of the charge on the dielectric surfaces, which increases the breakdown voltage for the next pulse. The aspect ratio of the cell and shape of the voltage pulse should be chosen so that one can make optimum use of the secondary discharge and still have reasonably low operating voltages for following pulses.
The consequences of gas pressure on the total visible light emission from the top of the cell during the second cycle ͑4-10 s͒, total energy deposition, and light generation efficiency are shown in Fig. 3 . Visible light is indirectly produced by the excited states of Xe ͑Xe* and Xe**͒ and the dimer Xe 2 * . As discussed in Paper I, Xe 2 * typically contributes more to visible light emission than Xe* and Xe** for our conditions since UV radiation from Xe 2 * is optically   FIG. 2 . PDP cell properties before and after the termination of the voltage pulse. ͑a͒ Electron density at 6 and 6.1 s. ͑b͒ Visible photon flux at different times. Operating conditions are similar to the base case and V E2 ϭ190 V during the second pulse. Electron density plots have 11 contours, which are uniformly spaced between 0 and the specified maximum density .   FIG. 3 . Effect of gas pressure on cell properties ͑4-10 s͒: ͑a͒ Visible light fluence, ͑b͒ total energy deposition, and ͑c͒ light generation efficiency.
thin and the monomer excited states readily convert to Xe 2 * during and after the discharge through three-body collisions. Since Xe 2 * more efficiently contributes to visible light generation and more Xe 2 * are produced at higher pressures ͑be-cause three body collisions are more efficient͒, the visible light fluence generally increases as the gas pressure is raised ͓Fig. 3͑a͔͒. The values of pd ͑pressure times distance͒ in PDP cells are generally on the right side of the Paschen curve where breakdown voltage increases with pd. 8, 9 As a result, as the pressure is increased, the minimum voltage required to sustain the discharge increases. The gap voltage, therefore, falls below the sustaining voltage at earlier times with less charging of the dielectrics at higher pressures, which results in less energy dissipation ͓Fig. 3͑b͔͒. More light output and less energy expenditure at higher pressures directly translates into higher efficiency ͓Fig. 3͑c͔͒. In addition to the higher efficiency and larger light output, switching is also faster at high pressures because the source functions for electronimpact reactions ͑proportional to gas number density͒ are larger. It appears advantageous to operate PDP cells at as high a pressure as practical for a given voltage.
We also investigated the consequences of He/Ne concentrations on the PDP cell performance, while keeping the Xe concentration at 4%. The total visible light emission during the second cycle ͑4-10 s͒, energy deposition and light generation efficiency are shown in Fig. 4 as a function of He concentration. He has a larger electron momentum transfer cross-section and collision frequency, m at low and moderate energies than Ne. 10 Since energy loss collisions are primarily with xenon, the increase in m with more He for the same values of E/N produces a lower electron temperature. This scaling results in smaller rate coefficients for high threshold electron impact processes. The minimum value of E/N required to sustain a discharge is therefore larger in He rich gas mixtures and, for the same applied voltage, less charging of the dielectrics is required before the discharge is extinguished. The end result is that less total excitation occurs during the shorter pulse, and so visible light fluence and energy deposition are lower ͓Figs. 4͑a͒ and 4͑b͔͒ with increasing He.
If the only consequence of operating in He rich gas mixtures was to shorten the discharge pulse duration, the efficiency would have increased since the device spends less time in the energy-inefficient positive column phase. However, as shown in Fig. 4͑c͒ , the efficiency actually decreases with increasing He concentration. This scaling results from most of the two-and three-body collisions that directly or indirectly generate UV emitting Xe excited states having higher rate coefficients for collisions with Ne than He. 4 Twobody collisions that involve excitation transfer or charge exchange are also more effective in Ne rich mixtures than He because Ne is more readily excited ͑or ionized͒ and therefore the Ne excited state ͑or ion͒ density is larger for a given E/N. These additional factors enable the light emission to increase at a faster rate than what would have been possible with only an increase of the length of the discharge, and as a result the device efficiency improves when Ne concentration is increased. It appears that optimizing gas composition is perhaps a more viable alternative for enhancing PDP cell luminosity compared to increasing the applied voltage.
In addition to operating conditions and gas composition, cell design ͑materials and dimensions͒ also has a strong influence on PDP characteristics. The consequences of spacing between E1 and E2 ͓l e in Fig. 1͑a͒ of Paper I͔ on total visible light emission during the 4-10 s time period, total energy deposition, and light generation efficiency are shown in Fig. 5 . As the electrodes are brought closer together, the proportion of applied voltage that drops across the intervening dielectric decreases and so the effective gap voltage increases. Since the dielectrics must now charge to a larger potential to reduce the gap voltage below the threshold for sustaining the discharge, the total fluence of current through the PDP cell increases, resulting in more production of excited state Xe and Xe 2 * and more visible light emission ͓Fig.
5͑a͔͒. From a circuit viewpoint, moving the electrodes closer together increases their mutual capacitance, thereby requiring more current to charge. The energy deposition in the plasma also increases at smaller interelectrode spacing because of the larger total fluence of current through the device ͓Fig. 5͑b͔͒.
The consequences of decreasing l e are similar to those for increasing the applied voltage amplitude because changing l e dominantly affects only effective gap voltage. Light generation efficiency, therefore, exhibits the same weak dependence on electrode spacing as for applied voltage. To obtain the same luminosity and efficiency, one can decrease l e while reducing the operating voltage amplitude. Smaller interelectrode distances will also minimize interaction between adjacent cells since light emission is more peaked towards the center, as shown in Fig. 5͑a͒ . If the interelectrode spacing is made very small (l e Ͻ10 m), one may encroach on the near side of the Paschen's curve, which will increase the breakdown voltage instead of decreasing it.
As shown in Figs. 6 and 7 for the 4-10 s period, decreasing the dielectric thickness (d d ) or increasing the relative permittivity of the upper dielectric ͑⑀͒ have a similar effect on light emission, total energy deposition, and light generation efficiency as decreasing the electrode spacing. As ⑀ is increased or d d is decreased, the penetration of the interelectrode electric field into the gap and the effective gap voltage increases, which is purely a geometrical effect. From a circuit viewpoint, decreasing d d or increasing ⑀ increases the capacitance of the electrode dielectric stack. With the larger voltage across the gap, and larger capacitance of the dielectric, more current is required to charge the dielectrics to reduce the gap voltage below the threshold for sustaining the discharge. More energy is deposited in the plasma ͓Figs. 6͑b͒ and 7͑b͔͒ and the corresponding visible light fluence is larger ͓Figs. 6͑a͒ and 7͑a͔͒. The influence of ⑀ or d d on light generation efficiency is similar in nature to that of the applied voltage. As ⑀ is decreased or d d is increased from the base case conditions ͑⑀/⑀ 0 ϭ15, d d ϭ25 m, V 0 ϭ180 V͒, the effective gap voltage decreases, the discharge becomes less intense, and light generation efficiency decreases. As d d is decreased below 25 m, the effective gap voltage increases, the cell spends more time in the energy-inefficient discharge phase, and light generation efficiency decreases.
The effects of electrode length ͓l in Fig. 1͑a͒ of Paper I͔ on the total visible light emission during the 4-10 s time period, total energy deposition, and light generation efficiency are shown in Fig. 8 . As we discussed in Paper I, the gas initially breaks down close to the adjacent edges of E1 and E2 where the electric field is the largest. As the voltage drop in that region decreases due to dielectric surface charging, the discharge moves towards the outer edges of the electrodes, a process which reduces the electric field in the gap due to the effective lengthening of the interelectrode distance. The discharge is extinguished when either the whole surface under the electrodes is charged or the electric field falls below the self-sustaining value, whichever comes first. For the range of electrode lengths investigated, the discharge is quenched when the plasma expands to reach the end of E2. Since the discharge is maintained for a longer period of time when the electrodes are larger and more surface charging has to take place, more visible light emission is produced ͓Fig. 8͑a͔͒. Note that the light fluence increases more towards the right side of the cell where E2 is located, and is broader due to the larger electrode size. As the electrode area increases, total energy deposition increases because of larger current fluence ͓Fig. 8͑b͔͒ required to charge the larger capacitance. However, for the range of electrode lengths that we investigated, electrode length does not have a significant effect on light generation efficiency.
The consequences of the interdielectric spacing ͑d͒ on total visible light emission during the second pulse ͑4-10 s͒, total energy deposition, and light generation efficiency are shown in Fig. 9 . Visible light fluence has a nonmonotonic dependence on d. When the gap is small (dϭ100 m), the equipotential planes are more horizontal between the top and bottom electrodes at the beginning of the pulse than at larger values of d due to closer proximity of the potential of the bottom charged dielectric. Ions generated below E2 therefore are dominantly collected on the bottom dielectric surface during the second pulse and the discharge mainly takes place between E2 and the grounded address electrode. The discharge and visible light emission are, however, weak because the positive charge left on the lower dielectric surface from the first pulse reduces the gap voltage considerably. The discharge characteristics at this interdielectric spacing may evolve during subsequent pulses but the interference from the bottom address electrode is expected to disrupt the normal PDP operation. As d is increased, the device transitions to the normal PDP behavior and the light intensity increases because the discharge between E1 and E2 is sustained for a longer period of time ͓Fig. 9͑a͔͒. Once the PDP cell is operating normally, the grounded address electrode does not significantly effect the electrodynamics of the PDP cell during the discharge, and the upper dielectric surface charge and power deposition ͓Fig. 9͑b͔͒ do not change significantly.
Excited states of the Xe are dominantly produced near the upper electrode. Increasing the interdielectric spacing means that Xe* and Xe** are produced further from the phosphor, and are quenched to a greater degree before they are within a few absorption wavelengths of the phosphor. This is illustrated in Fig. 10 by comparing Xe* densities and light intensity at 4.5 s for dϭ150 and 200 m. Although the peak Xe* density below the top dielectric is actually higher for dϭ200 m ͓Fig. 10͑a͔͒, the density is significantly lower level near the bottom dielectric where the phosphor is located ͓Fig. 10͑b͔͒. As a result the visible light emission decreases ͓Fig. 10͑c͔͒. Since power deposition changes little with d during normal PDP operation, the light generation efficiency decreases due to less optimum excited state distribution and subsequent radiation transport. The interdielectric spacing appears to be a critical factor in PDP cell design, with an optimum value being sufficiently large to eliminate interference and minimize ion sputtering of the phosphor, but sufficiently small to optimize excited state and radiation transport. 
IV. CONCLUDING REMARKS
The operation of a coplanar-electrode PDP cell sustained in He/Ne/Xe gas mixtures has been discussed for a variety of operating conditions and cell dimensions. For the conditions examined UV radiation from Xe 2 * was found to contribute more to visible light emission than the excited states of Xe because the radiation from Xe 2 * is optically thin and the excited Xe atoms readily convert to Xe 2 * after the discharge pulse through three-body collisions. Increasing the gas pressure shifted the reaction mechanism towards the production of more Xe 2 * , which led to the production of more visible light. For constant voltage, power deposition during the low efficiency positive column phase decreased with increasing pressure because the minimum sustaining electric field increases and the discharge is extinguished more quickly. Increased visible light production and decreased power deposition at higher pressures results in higher efficiency. Gas mixtures with larger Ne concentrations generated more visible light because the discharge was sustained for a longer period of time. Light generation efficiency was also higher in Ne rich gas mixtures because Xe 2 * is produced more efficiently due to three-body collisions with Ne than with He.
The optimum voltage ͑highest efficiency͒ is bound on the low side by potentials for which excited states of Xe are not produced efficiently. When the gap voltage exceeds the optimum, more time is spent in the energy inefficient positive column phase, thus decreasing the overall light generation efficiency. The same trends were observed when any of the factors that influence gap voltage were changed including applied voltage amplitude, dielectric thickness, dielectric permittivity, and interelectrode spacing. For the PDP dimensions we considered, a secondary discharge between the electrodes and the grounded address electrode occurred when the voltage pulse was turned off thereby increasing visible light emission. Light production was, however, at the expense of partial neutralization of charge on the dielectric surfaces.
Although considerable improvements can be made in PDP efficiency by optimizing the operating conditions and cell dimensions, it appears that selection of gas mixtures that favor the production of more Xe 2 * molecules can lead to significant improvements in light generation efficiency. The main mechanism through which Xe 2 * is quenched is radiative decay due to its short lifetime so UV production is very efficient. On the other hand, there are many mechanisms that compete directly with radiative decay for Xe* and Xe** ͑superelastic relaxation, radiation trapping, multistep ionization͒ so UV production efficiency is lower. UV radiation from Xe* and Xe** is also optically thick so photons from only a small region are effectively useful for visible light generation.
